Instructions for The 2018 Calendar for Mystical Alignment
To simply and effectively journey with the calendar:
Notice that each day has a number from 1-13 associated with it. These are NOT the Kin numbers. Look for the numbers to
the far right that are combined with a Mayan Archetype.
These numbers notate where we are in the 13 day wave. There is a colorful symbol on each day that also reflects that
number in a symbolic form. See the back of this sheet to understand and work with the corresponding directives for each
number or “tone”. If you want to take this even further, another enclosed sheet gives you the meanings for each of the 20
Mayan Archetypes of Measurement. These, combined with your own understanding of each number or tone, can expand
whatever you're ready to sense about each day.
Note for the 2018 Edition I have been weaving together two different counts (Galactic and Gaiac) in my more recent calendars. The phrases/images
offered allowed us to work as shamanic dream weavers and alchemists. On this printed calendar, I am not offering any phrases
as the given ones for each day, although they are still available to you (see below). The Dreamspell originally meant "any
agreed upon reality". We’ve taken counts and interpretations and agreed upon them to some degree. Now I'm asking the
question "Are we limiting our experience based upon what day we think/agree it is?" The jury is still out on that one.
This year's printed calendar has the Dreamspell/Galactic count still noted. The thing that I consider the most important and
transformative when following this calendar is the simple tracking of 13-day cycles. Just doing that can have a profound effect
and lift you out of the crusty trance of the Gregorian Calendar and into Galactic harmony. The 2018 printed calendar is
designed to help you focus on that. A free online multifaceted calendar is currently in the works for 2019. If you'd like to work
with the Shamanic Phrases, as well as as Burners, Portals, etc. - you can still build them into your equation by utilizing
the Supplemental Tables, available as a free download on the Mayan Calendar page of my website. Those phrase pairs
and notations will remain relevant and can be referenced and utilized until February 29 th (Leap Day) of 2020.
The Mayan Calendar page at www.ExMarksTheSpot.com offers free supplemental audio and visual files designed to help you
further understand this calendar and the cosmic nature of time and timing. Many Blessings as you spiral with Cosmic Time!
Christopher Emmer
PO Box 758
Carson, WA 98610
(360) 390-5055

TONE, SYMBOL, NAME, Description, Action/Function
1

MAGNETIC
Unity, All that is, New beginnings, Core vibration, Awakening, Attract/Identify purpose

2

LUNAR /POLAR
Mirror of polarity, Sacred twins, cooperation, relationship, duality, Stabilize/Identify challenge

3

Rhythm, Movement, Change, Flow, Current,Creativity, Integration, Sacred Trinity (third point of light created
ELECTRIC
from the integration of polarity), Bond/Identify Service

4

SELF-EXISTING
Order, Definition, Discrimination (without creating separation or judgment), Natural cycles, Meaningful
alignment, Four directions, Connecting with the undefined, Measure/Define form

5

OVERTONE /RADIANT Center, Core purpose, Central intent, Foundation, Simplicity, Letting go of what you think you are &
becoming what you actually are, Take command/Empower radiance

6

RHYTHMIC Organic balance, Receptivity, Ability to respond. Dynamic Equilibrium, Roots in many dimensions,
Balance/Organize Equality

7

RESONANT Mystical power, Mystical alignment, Self acceptance, Direct connection with the source, combining feelings and
intellect to transmute matter into mystical consciousness, Inspire/Channel attunement

8

GALACTIC /SINGING Harmonic resonance, Empowerment, Galactic grid, Path of the one heart, Meeting ground of physical
reality and the infinite, Being drawn to unique opportunities, Model/Harmonize integrity

9

SOLAR Greater cycles, Completion, Expansion, Mastery, Fulfillment, Being rather than trying to be, Action set in motion,
opening to the four points of measure & cycle, Realize/Formalize action

10

PLANETARY Perfectly aligned, Intention, Motivation, True identity, Action and challenge meet, Two worlds combine,
Produce/Perfect manifestation

11

SPECTRAL
Dissonance, Clearing and change, Disintegration, Dissolve, Letting go, Stripping away, Complexity moving to
simplicity, Release/Liberation

12

CRYSTAL
Complex stability, Stability in expansion, Framework of connectedness, Round table meets (past action reviewed,
future action prepared), Universalize/Dedicate cooperation

13

COSMIC Universal movements, Wild card, Unseen forces, Unexpected and radical change, Interdimensional shift, Limitless new
openings, Transcend/Take magic flight (back to 1 MAGNETIC)

